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Abstract

This paper describes the lexical access component of the CMU continuous speech recognition system. The word recognition algorithm operates in a left to right fashion, building words as it traverses an input network. Search is initiated at each node in the input network. The score assigned to a word is a function of both arc phone probabilities assigned by the acoustic phonetic module and knowledge of expected phone duration and frequency of occurrence of different word pronunciations. The algorithm also incorporates knowledge-based strategies to control the number of hypotheses generated by the matcher. These strategies use criteria external to the search. Performance characteristics are reported using a 1029 word lexicon built automatically from standard pronunciation baseforms by context-dependent phonetic rules. Lexical rules are independent of specific lexicons and are derived by examination of transcribed speech data. The lexical representation now includes juncture rules that model specific inter-word phenomena. A juncture validation module is also described, whose task is to evaluate the connectivity of words in the word hypothesis lattice.

1 Overview of CMU speech recognition system

The CMU system is designed to perform speaker-independent, continuous speech recognition. Its design is modular, and includes three major components: Acoustic-Phonetics, Word Hypothesization, and Parsing. The organization is that of a data-flow machine: low-level hypotheses are fed to higher levels of the system, with no feedback from higher levels to lower levels. The purpose of the system is to serve as a framework for the study of issues at the three major levels of analysis represented by the modules.

The Acoustic-Phonetic level produces a symbolic representation of the speech signal, in the form of a phonetic network, representing alternate segmentation and labeling of the speech signal. A more detailed description of the Acoustic-Phonetic module is given in [1].

The Word Hypothesizer traverses the acoustic-phonetic network, matching it against a stored representation of the task vocabulary, the lexicon, producing a lattice of word hypotheses. The Word Hypothesizer is described in greater detail in the next section. A sample output, showing acoustic-phonetic and word-hypothesizer levels is shown in Figure 1.

The final stage of recognition is performed by the Parser that traverses the word lattice provided by the Word Hypothesizer and produce one or more strings that span the input utterance. The Parser makes use of two constraints in constructing spanning strings: acoustic/phonetic information about the legality of word junctures and grammatical information about the likelihood of word sequences. Juncture information is always used, but the CMU parser can operate either with grammars or without. The Parser module is described in greater detail in [3].

2 The Word Hypothesizer

Word recognition has two essential components: The search algorithm and the representation. A feature of the CMU system is the use of a completely automatic lexicon generation approach. The lexical representation is generated from a set of baseforms and a collection of ordered phonological rules. The reason for this approach is two-fold: Automatic generation greatly simplifies movement between tasks, particularly those that involve large vocabularies (1000 or more words).

Word hypotheses are independent of specific lexicons and are derived by examination of transcribed speech data. The lexical representation now includes juncture rules that model specific inter-word phenomena. A juncture validation module is also described, whose task is to evaluate the connectivity of words in the word hypothesis lattice.

2.1 Lexicon Generation

A lexicon is created in steps from phonemic baseforms and phonological rules. The first step, a baseform is selected for each word in a task vocabulary. Thus, for the Resource Management task, a nominal consisting of 1000 words, a set of 1029 baseforms were created. (The additional entries are accounted for the inclusion, as separate lexicon entries, of variants such as [d e y t a x] and [d e a t a x] for the word DATA, as well as compound forms for certain function word combinations, e.g., IN-THE.) A baseform consists of a single standardized pronunciation, and includes stress information. The (linear) baseforms are transformed into networks specifying alternate pronunciations using an ordered set of phonological rules. Each of the rules in the lexicon accounts for a specific phonological process and is sensitive to context and stress. Rules also specify penalties for certain alternatives based on the frequency of occurrence of the phonological process that the rules encodes, to penalize less-frequent variants. Rules are coded and penalties assessed after examination of transcription data.

Phonological rules operate on phonetic segments, inserting alternative paths into individual word networks. All are modeled using transcription data, as well as general knowledge of phonological processes in English. The majority of lexical rules deal with vowels, liquids and nasals. Approximately half of the rules for sonorants are deletion rules, with about 40% performing transformations and another 10% inserting sonorant segments into the networks. These statistics are consistent with our data and are dependent on such phenomena as speech rate and dialect. Deletions are especially common in consonant stretches within words where entire syllables may be deleted. For example, in 7 of 22 instances of the word CARRIER in our database, the penultimate syllable ([i]-[i]) was deleted. Substitutions within the lexicon account most often for dialectal variation. The talkers in our database represent seven major dialect regions of American English. Vowels among these speakers vary greatly but all the variations are rule governed (e.g., raising of mid-front vowels to high-front in Southern American English: [p ŋ n] \(\rightarrow\) [p ð n]) and are easily accounted for in the lexicon.

Among the rules that affect stops, fricatives, and closures, the largest group (approximately 40%) deal with deletions. Roughly one-third of
presently being using for the 1029-word Resource Management task, there
more detailed modeling of intra-word phenomcna.) In the merged network
Juncture rules then apply and model such phenomena as flapping or
(This step is taken for purely computational reasons, to eliminate duplicate
merged into a single network, collapsing common initial subsequences.
search. We are also working with unmerged networks, as those may allow
Individual word networks are created by rule for each of the 1029 words.
lexicon are commonly due to insufficient training at the acoustic-phonetic
events, such as stop bursts preceding fricatives, are difficult to detect; their
absence must be modelled in the lexicon. Labeling errors modelled by the
The arc may still be traversed as an
worst score, corresponding to complete lack of evidence). Hallucinations
occur for various specific reasons and are in some cases beneficial:
produce a parse and in fact allow a more thorough examination of
alternatives.

2.3 Hypothesis Filtering Techniques

Graph search creates problems in correctly treating local pruning decisions
since a locally bad decision may prove to have been correct in a more
global context defined by subsequent search. Graph search is therefore
biased towards the inclusion of path segments that have no supporting

evidence in the input representation. This section describes several
techniques that can be used to evaluate hypotheses that contain such
segments ("hallucinations") and reject those hypotheses that can be
identified, on a global level, as ill-formed.

The effectiveness of a filtering technique is measured in terms of the wisp
to word ratio. The wisp-to-word ratio is the ratio of hypotheses per
actual word in an utterance. For example, if for a 10 word utterance, the
matcher generated 100 hypotheses (not all of them correct, naturally), the
wisp-to-word ratio is said to be 10 (100/10). From a parsing perspective,
small ratios are desirable, since they reduce the computation necessary to
produce a parse and in fact allow a more thorough examination of
alternatives.

The following is an example of hallucination: The lexicon graph may
specify the vowel [iy], but the current arc may only have a [eh] label.
The arc may still be traversed as an [iy], but the score will be 255 (the
worst score, corresponding to complete lack of evidence). Hallucinations
occur for various specific reasons and are in some cases beneficial:
segments may be mislabelled in the input, or the system should have the
flexibility to continue a search in such cases. Hallucinations occur in
cases where a path has accumulated a score sufficiently good to be able to
absorb one or more transitions with no positive evidence. While this is
useful in some cases, in other cases it will lead to excess search as well as
the generation of erroneous hypotheses.

To reduce the incidence of hypotheses incorporating hallucinations, the
following modifications to the search algorithm were investigated:

- Allow only a certain percentage of the segments in a word to be
  hallucinated ("9990-255"). Since pruning is based on a score
derived from a weighted average of component segments, a few
long but high scoring segments can permit the inclusion of a
significant number of hallucinated segments. The present technique
compensates for this bias by calculating the proportion of such
segments in an utterance. We have found that allowing only 1 out

---

Figure 1: Example of system output.
of 4 segments to be hallucinated reduced the number of hypotheses produced by 30-40\%, at no cost in accuracy. The formula is amended for hypotheses of fewer that 4 segments to allow one "free" hallucination for short words (i.e., those of fewer than 4 segments).

- Block self-transitions that absorb arcs of score 255 ("SELF-255"). All nodes in the lexicon graph have implicit self-transitions; the purpose of this modification is to block self-transitions that have no supporting acoustic evidence. It does not block cases where a single hallucination is produced, but it blocks its perpetuation. The advantage is seen primarily as one of reduced search.

- Block hypotheses whose final segment has a score of 255 ("FINAL-255"). Search may continue past the point where a word ends, creating false hypotheses. An example of this is words with singular and plural forms, such as speed and speeds. Every true match of speed will bring with it a companion speed with a hallucinated final \(a\). This blocking prevents such occurrences.

The three techniques described above were evaluated using three types of input data: pt: hand transcribed speech; spectra: blind labeled speech; and ap: automatically transcribed speech. Each type of data presents its own problems and interacts differently with various system attributes. A dataset consisting of 100 utterances from the resource management task (ten each by 10 different talkers, for a total of 876 word tokens) was used for the evaluation.

The results are presented in Tables 1, 2, and 3. Table 1 shows that there is little loss of accuracy using any of the filtering techniques, except for END-255. The loss, however, is minimal (it actually a gain the case of spectra data) for the higher ranks. We have found that in practical terms, parser performance is governed by matcher accuracy measured in terms of words ranked third or better; correct words below that rank have minimal effect. It also appears that many correct words with low rank are in some way degenerate, and are poor candidates given the acoustic evidence present in the input.

In terms of the goals for filtering, the techniques make the following contributions: proportional filtering reduces the number of hypotheses by a factor of at least 3. Self-transition filtering, although it has minimal impact on matcher accuracy or number of hypotheses generated, reduced execution time by about 35 to 40\%, presumably by eliminating dead-end paths from the search. End-filtering reduces the number of hypotheses by an average of 45\% (once proportional filtering has been performed).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[\text{pt}]</th>
<th>standard</th>
<th>PROP-255</th>
<th>SELF-255</th>
<th>END-255</th>
<th>all</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1^a]</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1^b]</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10^b]</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[spectra]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1^a]</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1^b]</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10^a]</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ap]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1^a]</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1^b]</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10^a]</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Rows indicate the rank of the correct word (using score) within a window defined by the hand-labeled position of the correct word. All indications presence in the lattice.

### 3 Juncture Validation

While the parser has a lattice of word hypotheses available, it also needs information that specifies which words in the lattice may be joined together, and at what cost. From a scoring perspective, a string hypothesis is describable by the cost of traversing the input acoustic-phonetic network along a given path. Word hypotheses indicate the cost of the sub-paths they cover. The cost of transitions between hypotheses is determined separately, on an as-needed basis, by the juncture verifier. The juncture verifier determines the acoustic-phonetic cost of a transition, which is separate from cost based on grammatical constraints, obtained from the parser's knowledge base.

Five types of junctures must be considered. The first and simplest is the case where one word hypothesis abuts another. In this case, since one word hypothesis begins where the other leaves off, a legal juncture is allowed by definition. Depending on parametric biases within the parsing algorithm, about half to two-thirds of all junctures are abuts. The is no cost associated with an abut. The remaining juncture types, gaps, overlaps, and end-points, require a more complex decision process.

#### 3.1 Gap Juncture Verification

Gaps, and end-point junctures (a special case of gap) include the greatest number of possible variants. The gap juncture algorithm uses four input structures: two word hypotheses, the acoustic phonetic network (AP), and the gap validation network. The gap validation network is an encoded form of the rules for determining valid gap junctures. The algorithm’s goal is to determine the path through the AP network that will satisfy the conditions of connectivity (it connects the two word hypotheses), validity (it satisfies the gap juncture rules), and optimality (the best-scoring path is chosen). The score of a path is defined to be the sum of the likelihoods of the labels on the AP net arcs along the path. Although it is possible to associate penalties with given alternatives, this is not presently done.

Gap juncture rules are encoded into the gap validation network. This structure is a finite state machine (FSM) similar to those used in many pattern matching problems, but has been elaborated due to the requirements of the the gap juncture problem. Gap rules are specified declaratively and are compiled into executable code prior to use in the system.

Figure 2 shows a version of the gap validation network in graphic form. The network includes two special nodes (START and ACCEPT) as well as some number of non-special nodes. The start and accept nodes serve to provide singular begin and end points to the network. The non-special nodes can be divided into two sets of nodes: null and test. Null nodes simply serve as a means of providing connectivity between test nodes. They may have any in-degree and any out-degree. Test nodes specify a predicate that must be satisfied in order for traversal to occur. If no path exists through the network, then the gap fails to satisfy the juncture rules.
There are two types of test nodes: end/start test nodes and gap arc test nodes. A word hypothesis includes the phonetic labels hypothesized as the first and last segments of the word. An end/start test node specifies a predicate that is applied to the word’s end-point phone. For example, if the left word ended in [s] and the predicate tested the phonetic label at the end of the left word for membership in the set {s, z}, the predicate would be true.

Gap node arcs place conditions on the AP net arcs in a gap path. There are only two conditions that may be applied: label identity and duration constraint. The labeling condition is satisfied if an arc, when labeled with one or more of a specified set of phonetic labels, yields a score that is better than a predefined threshold value. For instance, if an arc when labeled with [s] or [z] yields scores of 23 and 255 respectively and the threshold for scores is 115, the predicate would be true. The duration constraint is satisfied when the arc has a duration within a specified range. The duration constraint may be applied in conjunction with the above labeling condition.

If it is possible to traverse the gap network from START to ACCEPT a legal gap has been found. Since a gap region may be a sub-net of the acoustic-phonetic network, the actual procedure used must be more sophisticated. A search, in some ways similar to that for word hypothesization, is performed in order to guarantee that the best-scoring gap has been identified.

### 3.2 Overlaps

Overlaps constitute a simpler class of junctures than gaps. The algorithm can handle one-segment overlaps as well as some two-segment overlaps. One-segment overlap are checked for segment compatibility. If the juncturing words both hypothesize the same label for a segment, say [n], the juncture is allowed. Similar segments may also be allowed, say [s] and [z]. Permissible combinations are determined by table lookup.

Two-segment overlaps are allowed in the case of closure-release sequences. At this point the algorithm is unable to process junctures that overlap (or gap, for that matter) along different paths of the input network. Such junctures are rejects. Overlap scoring insures that the overlapping segments are not counted twice; a word score is adjusted appropriately in the case of permissible overlap junctures.

### 3.3 Performance

Juncture validation performance was evaluated for the three types of data described previously. The best instance of the correct word hypotheses from a word lattice is selected and junctures are attempted between them. The error rate for pt was 1%, for spectra 4%, and for ap, 12%.

### 4 Conclusion

Our current experience with lexical access reinforces the conclusion reached in [2]: strategies that minimize the number of chained steps produce greater robustness. Elimination of a syllable-detection stage was beneficial. More generally, strategies that defer non-reversible decisions to a level where better, global constraints can be applied produce higher quality, more accurate output. We have, in the filtering strategies, a technique that quantifies the concept of hypothesis “sensibility” on a global level and can be used to effectively guide decisions.

The division of utterance recognition into word hypothesization and parser-driven juncturing also reflects the strategy of delayed commitment: words are linked together only in the context of information about higher-level structures, such as are available at the parsing level of a system. Delayed commitment may be viewed as a way of achieving the effect of top-down control within a cleaner, more robust control structure.
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